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“Installations that use conversion of DMX512 to DALI and vice-versa are
commonplace, which means the scope of Help Desk questions has increased
signiﬁcantly . . .”
The very first Help Desk column that I wrote was
about DALI (Digital Addressable Lighting Interface).
That was over three years ago and the majority of
questions about the protocol came from people with DMX512
knowledge, who were just getting into DALI. Installations
that use conversion of DMX512 to DALI and vice-versa are
commonplace, which means the scope of questions on the
Artistic Licence Help Desk has increased significantly. Now
seemed like a good time to address all those questions as
a DALI crib sheet . . .
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What is DALI?
DALI is a lighting control protocol that started life in the
late 1990s and was intended to control fluorescent lamps in
commercial and retail environments. Its capabilities have been
significantly expanded over the years.
How does DALI work?
It uses two conductors to send a digital control signal between
the DALI Controller and the fixture. The two conductors are
polarity independent and there are no rules about the routing of
the cables (apart from the maximum length). This makes for
a very easy installation phase.
Above, I use the term ‘fixture’. The DALI term for a device that
is controlled by DALI is ‘control gear’. But in the DMX512 world,
control gear tends to mean the controller, not the controlled, so
to avoid confusion, I’ll use ‘fixture’.
What is the electrical interface of DALI?
The two wires are powered at a nominal 16V DC, current limited
to 350mA. The DALI controller sends data by shorting the 16V
power to produce a digital low and releasing the short to provide
a digital high.
Is DALI isolated?
Yes, isolation is mandated by the standard.
Is DALI bi-directional?
Yes. DALI uses an encoding method called Manchester
Encoding. The DALI controller sends 19 bits of data, known as
the Forward Frame. The data encoded into the Forward Frame
typically includes an address and a command or query. The
relevant fixture responds with an 11-bit Backward Frame that
contains the reply.
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What is a DALI Bus Power Supply?
The single biggest cause of confusion with DALI is the bus
power supply. DALI controllers can be thought of as similar
to volt-free relays. The controller is sending data by repeatedly
shorting the two wires together, so no data will travel unless
someone connects a voltage. This is the purpose of the bus
power supply, which is designed with a special current limiting
circuit.
A DALI circuit must have a bus power supply connected
somewhere - it will not work otherwise. The good news is that
the bus can be attached anywhere on the DALI circuit; it may
even be built into the DALI controller.
Why are there so many addressing modes?
For those familiar with DMX512, DALI is totally different.
DMX512 is a streaming protocol - all 512 channels are
continuously refreshed. DALI is a vector protocol, so commands
are sent to a fixture when a change occurs.
DALI has four different methods of sending data to the 64
fixtures that can be connected to a DALI circuit:
Scene: The designers of DALI viewed it as a system where
commands would be issued and fixtures would respond.
Scene control underlines this concept. Each fixture can be
programmed to hold levels for up to 16 different scenes. The
controller can then trigger replay of those scenes with variable
fade rates. This is the most effective DALI addressing mode as it
requires very little bandwidth.
Broadcast: DALI evolved out of earlier and simpler protocols.
Broadcast addressing is how those earlier protocols (such as
DSI) worked. Essentially all fixtures will follow each other. This
doesn’t give much artistic freedom but is very useful when you
just want to set the level of all fixtures in one room. It is very
bandwidth efficient and so provides very responsive control.
Channel: This allows the controller to set the level of each
of the 64 possible fixtures individually. This is a very bandwidthintensive process and trying to use this for realtime effects will
almost certainly not give good results.
Group: All 64 fixtures can be allocated to any of the 16
possible groups. This provides a good compromise between
Broadcast and Channel addressing. This is the mode most
widely used when using DALI for dynamic real time effects.

Does a DALI system need to be commissioned?
Not always. DALI fixtures will respond to broadcast commands
irrelevant of whether they are
commissioned. That fact is
very useful when testing an
installation, but in most instances,
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How many ﬁxtures can I put on a DALI circuit?
DALI allows a circuit to contain 64
short addresses, so assuming each
fixture uses only one short address,
you can have 64 fixtures per circuit.
What is a short address?
DALI can communicate individually
with all the fixtures. To do so, each

fixture must have a unique address which is called the short
address. Short addresses are allocated during commissioning.

in an ‘un-commissioned’ state. Commissioning is the process
by which each of these fixtures is assigned a number in the
range 0 - 63, the so called ‘short address’ used by the controller
to individually control each fixture.
What is Device Type?
Device Type describes the way in which the fixture operates and
its intended purpose. The table below enumerates them, but
in reality, DT0 and DT8 are the two that matter. DT8 has built in
functions for controlling colour mixing and colour temperature.
Device Type Number

Device Type

DT0

Fluorescent lamps

DT1

Emergency Lighting

DT2

High Intensity Discharge

DT3

Low voltage Halogen

DT4

General purpose dimmable

DT5

Analogue convertors

DT6

LED modules

DT7

Switching or relay

DT8

Colour control

Can I mix different Device Types on a DALI circuit?
You can, with some caveats. With a DALI controller, there should
be no problem. But if converting from another protocol such
as sACN, Art-Net or DMX512, then you need to think carefully
about channel mapping and potential bandwidth issues (DT8
fixtures respond around 10 times more slowly than DT0 fixtures
when being controlled in realtime).
Are multiple controllers allowed on a circuit?
Yes. DALI only allows one controller to talk at once, but there
can be multiple DALI ‘button panels’ that only talk when
a button is pressed
Is it possible to convert to and from DMX512?
It is, but bandwidth must be considered. DALI is over 200 times
slower than DMX512 and was not designed for subtle realtime
colour-mixing. If you try to make a simplistic conversion from
DMX512 to DALI and run big colour wave effects, it will look
rubbish. When converting DMX512 to DALI, think in terms of
either broadcast or group addressing.
Is swapping DALI ﬁxtures a problem?
All DALI parameters such as short address, group membership
and scene levels are stored in the fixture. So, if a DALI fixture is
swapped or replaced, it will need to be re-commissioned and
reprogrammed.
What is the maximum cable distance for DALI?
The cable used for DALI is not specialist - you can use mains
cable. The maximum distance is 300m but the gauge of the
cable needs to increase as distance increases. Using 1.5sq.mm
will cover most situations.
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What is DALI 2?
Watch this space: I will be writing a column on that soon! I
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